The paradigm of distributional semantics draws its roots in the distributional hypothesis of [6] , evocatively captured by the following words of John Rupert Firth [5] :
The toy model of semantics
We begin by considering an abstract annotated corpus. We model this as a set C of independent sentences, each sentence s coming with an annotated tree T (s) describing its grammatical structure. Concretely, we will have in mind the constituent structure trees from context-free grammarsà la Chomsky, as in the following example: We assume the internal nodes to be labelled from a finite set of phrasal categories, and the leaf nodes (corresponding to the words of the sentence) to be labelled from a finite set of lexical categories; we will refer to the set of all possible labels, both for internal nodes and for leaf nodes, as the set of syntactic categories. Concretely, we will have the following categories in mind:
-Lexical categories: Adjectives (Adj), Prepositions (P), Adverbs (Adv), Conjunctions (Conj), Determiners (Det), Nouns (N), Personal Pronouns (Pron), Possessive Pronouns (Poss), Verbs (V).
-Phrasal categories: Adjective Phrases (AdjP), Adverb Phrases (AdvP), Adposition Phrases (PP), Noun Phrases (NP), Verb Phrases (VP), Sentences (S). This set of categories has been chosen for simplicity of exposition: realistic applications would likely use a richer set (e.g. Penn Treebank tagset). With some minor modifications, constituency grammar could be substituted with Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) 1 ; similarly, dependency grammars could be used.
We assume the constituent structure trees to be binary, with the exception of nodes involving conjunctions (which we assume to be ternary with sub-trees on the left / right and a leaf of lexical category Conj in the middle). A proper treatment of conjunctions (both coordinating and subordinating) does not appear here, and is left to future work. Leaf nodes will be labelled from the set Cat L of lexical categories, and internal nodes will be labelled from the set Cat P of phrasal categories. If we denote by W the set of all words appearing in the corpus, each sentence s (say N s words long) will be modelled by a function s : {1, ..., N s } → W × Cat L ; because the corpus is annotated, there is no ambiguity in lexical categories for the words in a given sentence. When talking about words, we will henceforth mean pairs w := (w, c) ∈ W ×Cat L of a (bare) word tagged with a lexical category. We will denote individual instances of words in sentences of the corpus by (s, j), meaning the j-th word instance of sentence s ∈ C . We will distinguish between three possible semantic functions 2 for words in a sentence:
(i) the object words, the ones which will be modelled as vectors in the semantic space; (ii) the modifier words, which alter the meaning of individual object words; (iii) the interaction words, which connect the meaning of distinct object words.
We fix a set of object categories, both lexical and phrasal, and we declare the object words to be those with lexical category in this set (let the set of object words be denoted by Ob jW ). Concretely, we will take the object categories to be the lexical categories N and Pron, and the phrasal categories NP and S.
The reason which induced us to include the phrasal category S of sentences into the list of object categories goes as follows. In this work, everything will revolve around a semantic space H for objects, with no semantic space for sentences. From the point of view of the model presented here, the noun phrase a jumping fox and the sentence a fox jumps will be treated equally 3 , in the sense that both will be taken to be statements about some generic fox which jumps.
We define the objects of a sentence s (denote their set by T [s]) to be the subtrees T ≤ T (s) having an object category as root node; in particular, object words (the leaves of T (s), seen as singleton subtrees) will be objects of the sentence. We also denote by W , ≤) under the subtree ordering ≤ inherited from T (s); in fact, it has the structure of a tree (as long as we assume that the root of T (s) is always of object category). In the following figure, the poset of objects for sentence (2.1) is shown. Some objects are given labels (numerals in square brackets) for ease of representation. [1] jumps over [2, 3] [2,3]: [2] of [3] [3]: a passing lady passing lady lady [2] : the lazy dog lazy dog dog
Given an object T ∈ T [s], we define the completion T to be the largest T ≥ T such that every T ≤ T intersects T . In the example (2.2) above, we have dog = the lazy dog, lady = a passing lady, and f ox = the quick brown fox. The completion of an object T in a sentence is the largest object in the sentence which contains T and does not contain any object disjoint from T : it completes T to its most detailed description in s not involving interactions with independent objects. A modifier word (instance) for an object T is one which applies to T alone, making it more specific in the sentence. Following this intuition, we define the set M [T ] of modifiers of T to be
In the example (2.2) above, the modifiers of brown fox are {the, quick}, specifying that the object brown fox in the sentence is a specific one, and quick as well; similarly, the modifiers of lady are {a, passing}, specifying that the object lady in the sentence is a generic one, and is passing by. It should be mentioned that this approach is intrinsically intersective in nature. We characterised modifier words for an object T to be those word (instances) which apply to it alone, making it more specific. Dually, we wish to characterise interaction words for two objects T, T to be those words which are needed to put T and T in relation in the sentence; in particular, modifiers of T and T should not appear as interactions.
Given two objects T, T ∈ T [s], we write T ∨ T to denote the join (or most recent common ancestor) of T and T in the tree T [s]. In the example (2.2) above, dog ∨ lady = the lazy dog of a passing lady, while both f ox ∨ lady and f ox ∨ dog are the entire sentence (and so is f ox ∨ dog ∨ lady). We shall henceforth require that every object in every sentence of the corpus spans at least an object word: under this assumption, it is always true that a sentence is the completion of the join of all its object words. Following the intuition given above, we define the set I [T, T ] of interactions between T and T to be
It should be noted that, in accordance with the intuition given above for completions, we have that
In the example (2.2) above, the interactions of dog and lady form the singleton set {o f }, indicating that the only relationship required to connect dog and lady is one of possession. Moreover, the interactions of f ox and dog ∨ lady form the set { jumps, over}, indicating that the quick brown fox and the lazy dog of a passing lady are put in relation by an action of jumping and some vertical distance 4 . In order to force compatibility with the left-right ordering of words in pregroup grammars and DisCoCat, we will henceforth set I [ T, T ] := / 0 unless T appears on the left of T (as disjoint subtrees of T (s)).
The categorical compositional distributional model
In this section we turn the toy model of semantics defined in the previous section 5 into a categorical compositional distributional model. We fix an involutive 6 commutative semiring (R, ), and consider the category R -Mod of finite-dimensional free R-semimodules. The objects of this category are all in the form R X for some finite set X, and morphisms R X → R Y can be represented as matrices in R Y ×X , exactly as in the real and complex cases (with R = R and R = C respectively). The category R -Mod is a dagger symmetric monoidal category, with dagger and tensor product defined exactly as in the real and complex cases. Similarly, it is a dagger compact category: as a consequence, it is a suitable model category for categorical compositional distributional semantics. In this work, we will consider the simple case R = N, with the trivial involution n := n; in the conclusions we will mention how a more sophisticated choice of semiring would give us additional freedom in the modelling of words as vectors and R-linear operators.
The distributional part
Consider the set X := s∈C {s} × j ∈ {1, ..., N s } s j ∈ Ob jW of all instances of object words in sentences of the corpus, and define the semantic space for objects H to be the finite-dimensional free R-semimodule R X . The R-semimodule H comes with a standard orthonormal basis |s, j (s, j)∈X indexed by object word instances. To each object word w ∈ Ob jW we associate a semantic vector |w in H , defined as follows on the standard orthonormal basis: w := ∑ s j =w s, j (3.1) 4 One of the main disadvantages of the intersective approach used here is the issue of phrasal verbs in the English language. A more sophisticated approach, with a more sophisticated grammar, might declare unbreakable phrasal units to cope with this issue (and with some more general instances of non-intersective modifiers). 5 Consisting of object words, modifier words, and interaction words, together with their hierarchical structure. 6 I.e. a commutative semiring with a chosen involution , with similar axioms to conjugation in the semiring/field C.
An object word w is then modelled as the indicator function of its instances in the corpus. In particular, different words are assigned orthogonal vectors, and the squared norm w|w ∈ R of a word counts the total number of occurrences of w throughout the corpus. In other approaches, the inner product of the vectors associated with two words is used to encode some notion of semantic distance between them. One such notion, that of co-occurrence (within a window of 2k + 1 words 7 , with k fixed), can be easily recovered in the framework presented here (and so can many other linear notions of distance).
Recall that the inner product can be obtained as w|w = ∩ H · |w ⊗ |w , where the bilinear map ∩ : H ⊗ H → R is the usual cap 8 given by the dagger compact structure. The familiar co-occurrence picture can be recovered by considering a different bilinear map IP k : H ⊗ H → R, which counts the co-occurrences IP k · |w ⊗ |w ∈ R of two object words w, w in windows of 2k + 1 object words within the same sentence:
The compositional part
Now that object words have been associated to vectors in the semantic space H , we will model modifiers and interactions as operators. When H is very high-dimensional (as is certainly the case here), operators H → H can be extremely expensive to concretely work with: as a consequence, one often restricts the attention to a more convenient subclass of operators, obtained by using One then considers the family of operators H → H taking the following form, which can be efficiently 9 represented by means of vectors in H : ψ = |s, j → ψ (s, j) |s, j P ψ := (3.4) Operators in this form can be easily manipulated using the algebra operations: for example, if |ψ φ := · (|ψ ⊗ |φ ) denotes the algebra multiplication, then composition of operators in the form above is given by P φ • P ψ = P ψ φ (using associativity of the algebra multiplication).
A particularly interesting class of operators H → H is given by the projectors, the self-adjoint idempotent operators. It is easy to show 10 that an operator in the form (3.4) above is a projector if and 7 Here we will consider windows of 2k + 1 object words, as these are the only ones modelled in the semantic space. 8 The dagger compact category R -Mod has self-dual objects, where the conjugate |ψ ∈ R Y of a vector |ψ ∈ R Y is obtained by application of the involution to each coordinate of |ψ in the standard orthonormal basis of R Y . 9 If H is M-dimensional, then these operators admit an M-dimensional representation, compared with the M 2 -dimensional representation required in general by operators H → H . 10 Observing that (ψ φ ) (s, j) = ψ (s, j) φ (s, j) in R.
only if all the coordinates ψ (s, j) are self-conjugate idempotents in the semiring R. In the case of fields (such as R = R or R = C), or semirings with cancellation (such as R = Z or R = N), the only idempotents in R are 0 and 1; however, more general semirings will have more (self-conjugate) idempotents, giving us more projectors.
Modifiers were defined to be words which alter the meaning of individual object words by making it more specific: following this intuition, we model them as projectors H → H . Given a non-object word u, we define the associated modifier M u : H → H as the projector over the subspace given by all the objects which u modifies in the corpus: It projects on the subspace given by all object word instances appearing in objects modified by at least one of u and v. We will write this as M u ⊕ M v .
(iii) if u is a non-object word, then id H − M u is always a well defined projector. It projects onto the subspace given by all object word instances appearing in objects not modified by u. We will write this as 1 M u . Interactions were defined to be words which connect the meaning of different object words within the same sentence: we model them as operators H ⊗ H → H . Given a word u not of object category, we define the associated interaction I u : H ⊗ H → H as the following operator: 
The interaction I u sends a pair w, w of object words to the vector |ψ spanning all object words appearing in objects containing instances of w and w and related by u:
|s, j + |s, j Finally, the following figure presents the full semantic vector associated with the original sentence from example (2.1). Associativity and commutativity of the Frobenius algebra multiplication has been used to group modifiers and interactions together, improving readability. 
Future work
We look forward to improve and extend the model in the following directions. First of all, a more sophisticated choice of commutative semiring R would give us additional semantic degrees of freedom: more idempotents could be used to identify the different roles played by words in interactions (e.g. by introducing a subject idempotent and an object idempotent), while a self-inverse element could be used to distinguish positive occurrences of object words from negated ones. Second, the category R -Mod admits a CPM construction, which can be used to model ambiguous semantics. Finally, the construction given here is a free one, with basis ranging over all instances of words in the corpus: for efficient real-world applications, a suitable compressed construction should be devised. Also, the case of conjunctions needs to be fully treated, and a better modelling of personal pronouns is deemed necessary.
